COHIBA TORO TURBO
Flavor: 3/ Wrapper Conneticut Shade/ 6 x 50
The Cohiba red dot took 6 years to develop. The dark, rich wrapper is grown in
the subtropical West African climate of Cameroon. The choice Piloto Cubano
leaves from the Dominican Republic are selected for their smooth-smoking
qualities to balance the richness of the wrapper.
ROCKY PATEL LIMITED RESERVE VINTAGE
Flavor: 3.5/Wrapper: Assorted/7 x 48
This is a remarkable cigar! Rocky is a recovering attorney who has become
famous in the cigar world for his legendary brand, Indian Tabac. The 1992
vintage cigar comes from a stash of tobacco lost in litigation for a decade. Fuller
and bolder than its sister, the 1990 vintage version, the 13 years of aging has
resulted in big flavors with tons of nut and fruit undertones. This makes it a well
constructed, tasty smoke. The 1999 Connecticut Shade is smooth with a
buttery, toasty taste.
ARTURO FUENTE HEMINGWAY SHORT STORY: PERFECTO ROBUSTO
Flavor: 3.5/Wrapper: Cameroon/4 1/8 x 48
Aficionados prize this truly remarkable cigar. Made by Arturo Fuente, this very
rich yet mild bodied cigar is made with the famous Cameroon wrapper with an
extra 140 days of natural aging. With its exquisite construction, this flavorful
cigar has almost sweet undertones and a rich aroma.
PUNCH: PITA/TORO
Flavor: 4/ Wrapper Nicaraguan/ 6 x 50
This Honduran made cigar uses Cuban seed filler (Honduran grown) and the
rich full flavor of the Maduro-Ecuadorian wrapper leaf to create a big bodied,
robust cigar. This brand is known for consistent draw and a full, woody flavor.
EXCALIBUR: HOYO DE MONTEREY BOX PRESSED TORO
Flavor: 4/Wrapper: Broadleaf Ecuadorian/5 x 52
This exquisite box pressed cigar is made from the best Hoyo de Monterey
cigars. They are big, rich and filled with deep, woody undertones. This
incredibly well constructed smoke combines Dominican filler with an oily sun
grown Maduro wrapper.
PADRON ANNIVERSARIO 1964: MONARCHA/LONSDALE
Flavor: 4/Wrapper: Nicaragua/7 ½ x 46
The history behind this cigar is synonymous with the escape of tyranny and the
onslaught of Communism in Cuba. Josè Padron fled Cuba at the pinnacle of the
evolution and landed in his adopted home of Nicaragua. It was there that the
first crops of his famous brand would create his signature vintage line in 1964.
Deep and rich is this very full-bodied cigar for the experienced smoker.

OPUS X
Wrapper: Dominican Republic (Selected Sizes Available)
This most sought after production cigar is the flagship of the Arturo Fuente
Family of cigars. Made from 100% Dominican tobacco, even the wrapper comes
from the private farms of Chateau de la Fuente. Only the most skilled
torcedores (Master Roller) are invited to wrap this full bodied and rich stogie.
Oily to the touch, Carlito Fuente spent 10 years searching for this blend. In 1998
and 1999, production was scaled back to protect the image and quality.
MACANUDO: BARON DE ROTHSCHILD
Flavor: 2/Wrapper: Connecticut Shade/6 ½ x 42
This is the #1 selling cigar in the USA. Simply stated, it is the standard by which
premium, mild, and easy to smoke cigars are measured nationally. The
consistent quality construction and familiar flavor are truly a pleasure to enjoy.
MONTECRISTO # 2: TORPEDO
Flavor: 2.5/Wrapper: Connecticut Shade/6 x 50
This famous old Cuban brand began in 1935. Now made in the Dominican, this
extraordinary cigar is in its most legendary shape, the pyramid torpedo. It
delivers cedar flavors in abundance and a musty, smoky flavor jumps off the
palate.
MINI MACANUDOS: CIGARILLO – 8 PACK
Flavor: 2/Wrapper: Connecticut Shade/3 ¾ X 24
The cigarillo sized Macanudo Cafe Miniatures are designed for the smoker
looking for smooth, creamy and flavorful smokes without a huge time
commitment. These small cigars feature all of the things you love about
Macanudo in a 15-20 minute format.
MAKER’S MARK: CORONA
Flavor: 3/Wrapper: Sumatra/5 x 38
These truly unique cigars use long leaf tobacco grown in the Dominican
Republic from Cuban Seed. The Sumatra wrapper is seasoned with Maker’s
Mark Bourbon to further this cigar’s distinction.
ROMEO Y JULIETA: CLENCEAU TORO TUBE
Flavor: 3/Wrapper: Indonesian/6 x 50
This is the Dominican version of the famous Cuban cigar named from
Shakespeare’s story of the infamous love affair. It’s a medium bodied cigar
blended with Dominican Olar filler and binder from the famed Cibao Valley. It’s
presented in the stunning aluminum tube familiar to Cuban tradition.
OLIVIA SERIES O
Flavor: 3/Wrapper: Nicaragua-Churchill/7 x 50
This cigar is blended by growing the same seed in 3 distinct and diverse regions
of Nicaragua. The sun grown Habano wrapper has notes of dark tobacco with
spice and rich cedar.

